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raters of the groupts movement. Without ti1eir 
full cooperation this project could not have 
been completed. 
Corinne H. Carr 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Assessment of the effectiveness of any social work agency's 
services r equires that the agency assume the responsibility for relat-
ing its basic purpose ana function to its practices. The overall pur-
pose of an agency forms the framework around which its services come 
into bein:::. and are brought to fulfillment. Continuous appraisal, eval-
uation, and charting of t he course of agency services necessitate keen 
sensitivity and objective real izat ion of the needs of people in all 
t heir dynamic manifestations as well as an awareness of community-wide 
conditions and existing social services . An agency needs to be aP-
praised in the light .of the individuals it attempt s to serve, conm1unity 
dynat:1ics and the total const ellation of public and private services 
which exist to fulfill t he social, religi ous, educational and personal 
needs of people. But equally important, the agency must be appraised 
in the light of i ts own purpose and function. 
The settlement i s one social work setting which utilizes the method 
of social group work to help bring about fulfi l lment of its urpose and 
function. It should be emphasized that the settlement deve.io s rela-. 
tionships between people within a geocraphical unit called the •neighbor-. 
hood•. These relationshi ps are developed t hrough a number of different . 
methods including nursery education, research, case work, co~unity 
organization, health education, art and music education, and recreation. 
But it is generally agreed that a settlement uti lizes t he method of 
1 
group work principally to carry out its purposes.l Broadly speakin~ , it 
has been said that a settlement achieves its purpose when it "provides 
the op .. ortunity for a variety of indivi dual, group and intergroup exper-
iences f or people of all ages, regardless of race, creed, nationality 
or politice.l belief living together in a circumscribed geographical 
a.ree.u2 This statement of purpose describes clearly the t ypes of serv-
ices which the settlement attempts to render . The quality of' services, 
a ~st i mportant area of purpose, however, is omitted. 
Thirty yeers ago the Settlement Movement in An~rica took a census 
of outstanding workers in the field , i nquiring as to 'What they felt 
sett lerr..ents should be -w-orking towards in their future dt~velopment. 'l'he 
keen, visionary tone of one such worker bears noting. 
The best develop ent of the Neighborhood House lies in intensive 
rather than extensiv~ work. More should be done to relate indi-
vidual to in<iividual, group to group, and groups and indi-viduals 
to the House, • ~only thus can we develop a House that arouses a 
positive loyalty snd only by loyalty to things know. can we have 
loyalty to country. This requires a delicate sense of rel~tion­
sh.ip M d c&.l.ls for a highly developed; i maginative t ype of worker.3 
tli t h the coming of professional thinking in the field of oci&.l. 
work and with the evolvement of social group vork into its O'ffl during 
the past fifteen years, settlements and neighborhood centers have come 
1 Report of Consult&tions .2!!. ~Strengths~ Problema of 
Social Work Trained Personnel in Neighborhood Centers .E!i Settlements 11 
195.3, P• 3. 
2 Harry Serotkin, •The Evaluation of Recreation and Informal 
Education Agencies", The Social Welfare Forum, 19531 p . 253* 
3 c. I. MacCol11 •settlement Goals for the t~ext Third of a 
Century•, a symposium, National Federation of Settlements, 1926, p. :n. 
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to be one of the largest employers of trained social workers . "With this 
growing utilization of the professional social worker thGre arose a 
period when it was felt that the methodology of bTou work was utilized 
as •the end and purpose of the agency, in$taad of using it as a meana 
of accomplishing the functton of the agency.tt4 Today, we see that in 
practice this period is passing, for group work as a process and method 
is nov co=ing to be more and more closely related to agency purpose and 
objectives. 
The social group worker carries a three ... .fold responsibility as he 
becomes involved as t he helping person in a group situation. He is by ' , 
training a skilled bearer of the group work metho'd and proces s. A a 
leader he is the representative of the· agency' e. purpose and function. ' ! 
As an integral part of the group itself, he is the enabler through which 
the group's goals and desir.ea can be realized. The trained group worker 
in a settlement setting is obliged to develop a close identification 
with the ageney's overall objectives as it attempts to serve the social 
needs of the neighborhood. He is also obliged to learn all that he can 
about the group with which he is working, its attitudes towards the 
agency 1 towards the community, and towards itself. The group goals 
which exist at t he time of the group 's initiation must be learned and 
through his role as an accepting person the leader helps the group to 
realize its goals ; w'i.thin a socia.l.ly acceptable framework. 
4 Report .Ql. Consultations ..2!1 ~ Strengths ,!ill!! Problems of 
Social ~ Trained Personnel in N~i W,_borhood Centers and S~ttleuents . 
22.· «?_it .~ J; 3_. 
In turn, the agency has a responsibility for close supervision and 
orientation of the leader to its purposes and objectives, broadly in 
terms of the total agency philosophy and specifically in reference to 
the. group being served. There is a conspicuous lack of awareness of 
this responsibility on the part of agenctes utilizing t he group work 
a.pproach. 
Group work practice has suff$red from the failure of agencies to 
set forth basic objectives of their work.. Consequently in many 
instances methods have not been only imperfect, but being aim-
leas have actually been wastefUl of time and effort. Even where 
goals have been set out, workers are not always aware of their 
direction, methods of achievement, or results,5 
It has been through direct contact with agencies which have ful-
filled this responsibility and also through association with workers 
who have been able to see direction and develop methods of achieving 
fulfillment of their three-fold responsibility that this study was in-
spired. It is with the conviction that there ' is a need for development 
of more objective means measuring the results of such work that the 
study is designed. 
The purpose of the study is to describe and enalyze some of the 
e.reas of growth or movement re.sulting from group experi~nce in which 
particular goals were f ormulated or evidenced by t he agency, the group 
leaaer, and the group under study. The chief premise upon which the 
writer 'beaed the study and developed a method for studying group move-
· 5 llan Klein, Society, De:n.ocr&.c:v and .1h!lt Group, p. 5. 
ment was based upon t he oft-repeated need of social work to relate its 
research studies to real situations in practice. It has been said that 
group movement can best be studied and analyced ami dst the complexities 
of t he social situation in which t he group exists. Social group work 
practice as a function of the social agency needs to be studied as it 
fulfills agency function. 
The problems for study of social group work practice really 
can only came from the settings in which it is practiced. It 
is there t hat they shoul be etudied, in tile midst of all the 
problems that beset agency practice and with the support of 
the agency. Studies ripped out of the agency setting provide 
little guarantee of their practicality or their usefUlnesa,6 
Scope 
As indicated above, the study focuses upon one group experience. 
The group chosen for the study was a club group composed of five girls, 
all but . one of ~om were Negroes; ranging in age from nine to eleven 
years. The leader was a graduate student in group work with extensiv 
past experience in social agenciea, The club experience occurred in the 
year 1951 for a period of five months and vas sponsored by the Roxbury 
Neighborhood House. The study method attempts to relate the goals which 
.Yere operating in the group experience to nine generally accepted stand-
ards of social group ork which are defined as "categories• in the study. 
Four persons studied t he narrative record of the group• .s exper-
ience and utilized a chart devised by t he writer to rate the group's 
6 Gertrude Wilson, "Measurement and Evaluation of Social Group 
Work Practice•, Social Welfare Forum, 1952, P• 218-
5 
movement and lack of movement in relation to the nine categories. The 
analysis of the findings as contained in ratings and follow-up inter-
views v.'i th each of the raters attempts to describe some of the areas of 
agreement and disagreement among rater•, and points up some of the 
factors operating 1n the group which innuenced movement or lack of move-· 
ment towards established' goals . 
The questions which the thesis will attempt to answer have arisen 
as the . scope and purpose of the study received their form. 
1. What goals were set by the agency in regard to the group? 
2. Where were the group work goals which received priority as 
the worker focused directly on the group situation? 
3. wbat were indicated as the group's goals? 
4. What were some of the factors operating in the group experience 
vbieh influenced movement of the group in relation to goals? 
Limitations 
The study is limited in that it is confined to a study of one group 
experience in relation to movement in only a few areas. The area of 
individualization is not included due to the complexities which such 
consideration would involve in methodology. 
\\ 
However, the study recog-
nizes the important part which was played by individual differences in 
member adjustment as they affected total group movement. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Development of a study method by which group movement can be 
assessed in e· situation which not only incl\ldes a group worker who is 
functioning with his own basic goals as a professional, but also where 
thtl agency has defined cer tain goals for the group's growth seems to 
call for a unique approach. The research ' which has been done to date 
on social group work effectiveness• as far as the writer has been able 
to ascertain, haa beon· primarily concerned with the development of 
tools for measuring group movement in relation to the goals of the group 
worker only. The development of criteria e.nd a chE<.rt for measuring 
group mov•ment as ·well as ·individual movement as contained in ·Saul 
Bernstein's Charting Group Progress we.s a first atte1npt to satisfy this 
need,. •To see goals clearly, to be able to chart t he course for reach-. 
ing themf and to know the extent to which we have moved toward the desti-
nation.•l As far as the writer has been able to learn, however, no 
attempt has been me.de to relate gr~up work goals to those goals of the 
group itself and the sponsoring agency in developing a tool £or measur-
ing group movement. Thue, the writer haa devised her own method to 
meet the aims of this study. It should be emphasized, however, that 
the method created in the study is applicable only to the group exper-
ience under exallination. 
1 Saul Bernstein, Charting Group Progress, p. 1. 
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Selection of the Sampl$ 
In view of the aims of the study, the requirements for selection 
of a sample ~nich would lend itself to these aims were defined. I t was 
establ.i shed that data such as would be contained in a narrative, written 
record of one group's experience shoul.d include clear reference to agen-
cy objectives as they were set down When the group work services were 
initiated, Also, sufficient evidence of group work goals and priority 
objectives should be available 41 It was further established that there 
should be .some source through which knowledge of the group's goals could 
be learned if t he record did not supply sufficient data in this area. 
It was a•sumed that the group chosen for study would be .one which was 
led qy a trained group worker. 
The resources o£ t he Roxbury Neighborhood House were surveyed. The 
choice of tlus particular agency for purposes of selecting a sample vas 
made on the basi s of the writer's knowledge of the agency's discrimin-
ating use of group work services and its strong interest in keeping its 
services effective. The records of group experiences in "Which staff 
group workers served as leaders were largel y of a summary nature and 
thus lacked chronological data and description of group process. Other 
written narrative records, although fulfilling the requirement of supply~ 
ing group work objectives, lacked references and statements of agency 
objectives. Thus, the writer vas finally able to select one group 
record which seemed to fulfill all the requirements of the study sample. 
The record chosen vas a full narrative of the group's experience 
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during. a. period of five months in the year 1951. The gz·oup worker -was 
a graduate student in social group work wi th· extensive past experience 
i n the fiel d. Throughout the experienee close supervision "WaS gi ven 
the leader. Both the leader and the supervisor were available to the 
writer for consultations regarding the groupts history, its goals, and 
the situation of the group and agency at the time of the experience., 
The group record; supplemented by dditional information received 
through interviews with t he supervisor and leader in the situation; pro-
video the raw dat a from w~ch the writer obtained a complete picture of 
the total group experience. 
Ascertaining Goals and ObJectives 
1. Agency Goals 
The narrative r ecord supplied the i nformation regarding · severs.l of 
the goals whiCh had been set by· the agency prior to initiation of the 
gr oup. The worker was thus aware of these goals from t he beginning of 
her involve ent in the group process. The total picture of agency Qoals 
was reali~ed ~3 interviewing the supervisor in order to get a full under~ 
standing of the aignificanc!' of each goal as it related to agency 
function and overall purpose, as w~ll as t o the group situation at the 
.time.2 
2, Group Work Goals and Objectives 
The record provided sufficient data concerning priority obj ect ives 
2 See Chapter III. 
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end overall long-range goals through which the group work functioned. 
In view of the constantly changing situation within the group, the need , 
for maintaining a keen awareness of changing group needs grem.tly colored 
the formulation of goals and actions of the leader as she attempted to 
relate her own objectives and those basic goals of the profession with 
the goals of the agen~ and the group. Thus, delineation of group ~ork 
goals per.!!. 'Was, at pointe, difficult to ascertain, tut careful study 
of the lea.derls interpretations in the record revealed the needed infor-
mation. 
3. Group Goals 
As might be expected, clear evidence of group goals was a major 
problem. '.the response of the group to program activities, its relation-
ship ~ith the worker, and its status with the agency indicated the group 
did have certain common interests and desires through membership in the 
elub. Whereas there was little verbalization of group goals ae we might 
have conceived them, the record revealed sonte desirel:j and .motivationa 
by- implication. 
Selection of Cate!$orles for Judging Group lvlovement 
After studying all goals which were functioning during the .group 
experience, the writer selected basic categories which could be used in 
development of a chart for judging the group movement towards goals. 
It was decided that the categories selected should reflect, as 
closely as possible, the goals which had been revealed in the study thus 
f ar. It was recognized that such categories would be defined on the 
10 
basis of the data and in relation to generally accepted standards of 
social group work. Three general areas were chosen• {1) LE:vel of Par-
ticipation, (2) Sense of Group Bond, and (.3) Sense of Agency Bond. 
These areas formed the bases for de,relopment of specific categories t-o 
be used in the chart for judging group movement. 
Nine categories were developed and assigned positions in relation 
to the above three areas. The.se cat.egories ineludedt i>lanning ability 1 
democratic methods;. Qompetitive aspects (affecting eatisfactions from. 
participation), group identification, memberShip standards; handling 
conflicts (affectin .: 0 roup unification)., response to limitations (in 
relation to acceptance of house standards of behavior and understanding 
of the role of the leader as a *representative of the agency11 }, self-
discipline (in relation to acceptable pa.tterns of behavior in the agen-
cy),. and agency identificat1on • .3 
&ting Scale 
The next step in development of method lay in creation of a scale 
by 'Which group movement could be scored by the four raters who would b _., 
particip&.tlng in thte. part of the ~tuoy. The nutJ)ber of raters influ,.,. 
enced to a le.rge degree t..ru,; choice of a rating · ·cale. The scale 'Which 
was finally decided upon allowed for plotting or judgt.'lent wi tb.in e. 
three point re..nge. A s.core of "-1" WO\UO. indi cate •little rJoven.ent or 
grovth, -with a. high degree of instability evidenced .in the record , and 
.3 For detailed (J.efini tions and order of assignment to the three 
areas; see Chapter IV. 
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high regressive tendencies.• A score of "2" would in<iicate •some recog-
nizable movement or growth, with more stability and less evidence of 
regression.• A score of •3• then indicated~ •great movement, ~~th a 
high l evel of stabilization indic&ted and little evidence of regressive 
patterns. •4 
The choice of the above definitions for scoring points was based 
upon the ltTiterts familiarity with the group experience. It w.s desired . 
that each point should allow for progressive judgment since it was 
planned that there should be three designated periods for rating. That 
is, the record consisting of fifteen meetings would be divided into 
three periods of five meeting~ each, and each period was to be rated on 
the basis of the level of group movement from the beginning of the exper ... 
ience to its culmination. For example, then; if the group indicated 
good stability in one area being judged during Period I (first five 
meetings) then showed regretsive patterns in Period II, the rating of "l•' 
for Period II would not mean that there was "little movement• alone, 
but would also indicate •high regressive tendencies.• Therefore, ~~e 
rating of movement on the scale as defined allowed for movement down-
ward 'ldthout an implication of a static situation. 
The Raters 
Four persons were selected and offered their assistance for purpoees 
of rating the group' e movement. The group worker and supervisor (agency 1 
4 See Appendix 
director) involved in the group experience showed real interest in the 
project, and tr:llla some degree of reUab.:l.U.ty could be expected fJ•om 
their r atings in view of their immediate knowledge of and interest in 
the gl"~up. Two staff group workers llere &lao secured e.s raters a.ud 
provided by t heir qualifications e.n objective source .for judging the 
group ' s lllQvernent. These two persons were not directly acquainted with 
the gr oup under study, since t.he experience had occurred in 19511 a ti:rue 
previous to their elnl'>lOYJlWmt by the agency-. However* both persona had 
interest in the study inee some of the groupta members were still in 
the agency progre.m. 
The experience and training of t he rate:r·$ and their under~te.ncling 
of condi tiona of group life in the particular agency eettiHg qul:'.lified 
them eminently &s ersons "Who coul d be dopand.ed upon for objective, 
thoughtful consideration of factors affecting the chosen group's ~~•e­
ment. High interest and concern for furthering the pu.rposee a.nd extend-
ing t he services of the Roxbury Neighborhood House 'Wt::r-~ evidenced by the 
ra.tera throughout t heir part icipation in the study .. 
Trainin1; the Rat er s 
J...fter ~onstrncti.ng tht~ Chl!.rt e.nd establishing definitions of the 
categories and su1)-c&t sories upon ·which the groupt s movement ·Has to be 
judged on t he :rating acale., the rE~.ters were given individual c·;,p ies of 
the group r ecord, ·. hich inelnd.<.~d the full narrative of the group 1 s expel\olo 
ience over the fifteen .!'!teeting perlocl. Orientation vas gi ven by the 
writer as to the various categories included on the ch£~rt, and t he 
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rating scale was explained. One r ater served as a pre-tester of the 
chart to establish reliability. In orienting the other three raters to 
the s tudy ana the task of rating movement, the writer (trainer) drew on 
the recommendations made by the first rater in the pre-test. It was 
determined in the pre-test that the categories were understandable and 
defined clearly, but it was sugrrested that t he progressive system for 
rating movement should be more carefully explained in orienting other 
raters to the method. 
Follow-Up Interviews 
After each rater ha.d read the record and plotted his judgments on 
the charh the rater was in tsrviewed in order to allow hiitL to explain 
his bases for judgment, to raise any questions regarding the chart, and 
to discuss the total group experience. These interviews were, for the 
most part1 conducted by a non .... dirE<ctiv·e method1 but the general areas 
around -which the writer directed the interviews consisted of questions 
relative to what the rater saw as the groupts goals• to what extent he 
felt group work e;oa.ls and agency goals had been reali zed and the reasons 
for his feeling in these areas. The written record was used as t he 
basis for discus(;ion~ supplem.entea by written a·taten.1ents of 2-gency goals 
and oral explanation of group work goals.5 
Limite.tionro 
The :nethod wilich was developed and applied in t he study has several 
5 See Appendix for outline used in follow .... up intervieva. 
l4 
limiting qualities. These limitations need to be recognized and admit-
ted if the study is to have valldi ty in its scope. 
First , the method relates only to the group chosen for the study. 
The choice of categories upon Wich group movement was judged was made 
by the writer alone . If tiroe had permi tted1 it would have been advis-
able for the raters or other persons to have participated in this pro-
cess of electing categories which could be utilized in the chart. 
The number of categories was limited, and thus the factors which 
influenced total group movement have not been considered in their en-
tirety. · The writer has limited the categories to those general areas 
Which seemed to receive most attention and prominence in the group 
experience. The area of •indi vidual relationships" hae been eliminated 
in the method because of the complexities which consideration of this 
factor would have created in development of the study. Certainly the 
full assessment of group movement in any group situation calls for 
thorough study of this one important area. 
Third, the ascertainment of goals posses~ed by the group required 
a more subjective method of approach. Thus, in attempting to assess 
the movement of the group as it attempted to fulfill its own goals, 
reliability of the study in this area is limited. 
Lastly , the selection of only four raters to judge group movement 
precluded certain. limitations in the analysis of findings. The di-
vergences in judgments among the four raters presented some questions 
lbich the study was not designed to explain. If additional raters had 
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participated in the study, divergences among t he raters might have been 
more fully explained and t he lflOVement of the group more clearly evidencedl 
Appendum 
As the 'Writer explored those goals which were formulated by the 
agency, it was found t hat one of the goals vae concerned ~"ith the need 
for learning about the family situations of the group members. Since 
this was a goal which wae brought to the attention of the leader and 
which she strived to r ealize, the data on home visits was included in 
the record material presented to the raters, The raters were asked to 
study the narratives on home visits for later discussion in the follow-
up interviews, and one question was included in the outline for follow-
up interviews. 6 
I n the beginning, it was felt that the essential importance of home 
visits would be of value in assessment of the extent to which agency 
goals had been realized: however, t he analysis was chiefly concerned with 
factors operating within t he group which influenced moYement towards 
goals, Thus, the material on home visits tended to be eliminated. A 
brief sUD1illS.ry of findings in regard t.o the home visits , however1 is 
included in a later chapter inasmuch as they point up the significance 
of other findings ~? 
6 _See Appe~dix 
7 See Chapter v. 
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CHAPTER III 
GOft.LS IN THE GR01Ti SITUATION 
Harleigh Tracker defines social group work as both a procea~ and a 
method through which individuals in. groups in social agency settings 
are helped by a worker to relate themselves to other people and to ex-
perience growth opportunities in accordance with their needs and capaei-
ties.l Clara Kaiser has helped to focus the thinking of group workers 
on the question of evaluation of social group work practice. She pointe 
out one of the dangers i~erent in attempts of group -workers to ascer-
tain the effectiveness of the •process.• 
In our effort to avoid dogmatic judgments of human behavior and 
social values we have focused our criteria of group achievement 
mainly on what we call the •social group work process.• This 
preoccupation With the significance of t he process by -which 
people relate to each other in groups has served to dull our 
critical faculties with reg~rd to t he content of the group's 
activities and progress toward more productive, socially mean-
ingful experiences. Are we helping people to relate to others 
in groups -wi. thout helping them to accomplish meaningful goals 
through the grvupf2 
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the group eituation 
uncier study in this thesis in terms of the •meaningf ul goals• which vere 
operating at the ti rrle of the group e>~perience. 
In order to give sequence to the chapter, the writer has chosen to 
l Harleigh Trecker, Social Group ~--Principles ~ Practices, 
P• 7. 
2 Clara Kai ser, •Social Group Work Practice and Social Responsi-
bility,• The Social ~elfare Forum, 1952, P• 161. 
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preface the description of goals as they developed in the group exper-
ience with a brief description of the agency setting and background 
knowledge concerning the group. It is only through an understanding of 
the function of the agency a.nd the group that one can appreciate fully 
the process of goal formulation and change as t he group process evolved,. , 
The Agency Setting 
Roxbury Neighborhood House i s a settlement house located in an area 
of Roxbury called ·Dudl ey East. Dudley East is one of t he sixty-three 
neighborhoods that compose the fifteen health and welfare districts of 
Botton. The area is characterized by a high density of population with 
a predominance of dwellings which are well below the standards for 
health and safety. Residents of the area are by majority from lov 
economic backgrounds. One of the chief f actors contributing to the low 
economic status of t he Dudley East peopl e is the lack of education and 
technical training,. The average school grade completed for persons 
twenty-five years and over is S.J,3 
The area is further characterized by a high incidence of children 
who get into trouble. For the years 1948-51, Dudley East had the fourth 
highest annual rate of juvenile court appearances among neighborhoods 
throughout the city.4 
~ See Jean M. Maxwell, •Roxbury Neighborhood House Self-study,• 
Roxbur.r Neighborhood House and National Federation of Settlements and 
Neighborhood Centers, 1950. (mimeographed) ... 
4 Statistics from Research Division, United Co~~unity Services 
of Metropolitan Boston. 
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Consue figures for ~~e Dudley FAst Area indicated a steady decline 
-in population from 1910 to 1950- With the arrival of a large housing 
project in close proximity to the Roxbury Neighborhood House in 1941, 
the neighborhoodts population features changed. The Negro poj;>ulation 
increased from 4. 7 per cent in 1940 to 8 per cent in 1950,. Prior to 
1950, the agency served only a fraction of the needs of the Negro popu-
lation. 
As the services of the agency underwent a self ... study in 19501 the 
need for expansion of staff and services to serve the needs of the 
neighborhood was stressed. The integration of Negroes into the program 
was recognized as a priority for planning. 
R.ox't:ury Neighborhood House must take more ::self-conscious leader-
ship in drawing the Negro citizens into an active part in the 
total house program, bringing the groups together constructively 
to share common interests and goals.5 
This same study emphasized that a well-balanced settlement program 
uses three t ypes of groups to meet the interests of different kinds of 
people. Intere~t groups and classes were emphasized in agency program 
during t he years 1948-194~. 
The development of a few friendship clubs in the 1949-1950 
program have proved successful, and it is clear that this 
form of group organization should be expanded., 6 
Background Knowledge on Group 
The five group m.embers wJ:l..ieh formed the original club membership 
5 Jean M. Maxwell, .Q£• cit, p. 1.3. 
6 112!.s!.· , p • 8. 
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in the group chosen for this study had bee11 known to the Ro~bury Iieigh ... 
wrhood House staff for ~oine time previous ·~:.o their foi"DlA!l.l group exper-
ience. The girls ver~ a natural fri endship group, all of Negro parent-
age1 and had been recognized for their highly antagonistic, over ly 
a.ggresGive behavi.or in the agency and the neighborhood. All lived in 
the negro sect ion of the housing project. l'he mero.bersr behavior on the 
playground and within the agency's afternoon program indicated that 
they were girls who were finding it quite difficult to adapt the~selves 
to any group situation. It was believed that this was a group which 
felt itself 'different' end unwanted, · Attempts to help the group col-
lectively and as individuals to curb their behavior and to learn the 
values of agency services and human worth were not successfUl..? 
The family situations of the girls, excepting forM. and Nle 
faaily, were unknown to the staff of the agency. M. and N. were sistere 
and their family had been known to the staff for a number of years as 
suffering from the stresses of a bl~ken marriage and financial diffi-
culties. 
In 19501 the year previous to organization of the club; this group 
of five had been members of various classes and interest groups in the 
afternoon program. Their membership status both in these groups and in 
the agency generally had been l ;ow:, however, due to the fact that as 
individuals their behavior was not conducive to wAking lasting relation-
7 Interview, Alice M. Griffin, Executive Director, Roxbury 
Neighborhood House. 
ships with either adult s or peers in t he agency. For a short period of 
tine , some of the girls h.ad been members of a club group led b'J e vol• 
unteer, but 'With t he l oss of t he volunteer leader t..l-).e gr oup had t enr.in-
at ed. This f i r s t club experience h.nd not. accorr1pl iehed any recogn.tzable 
change in the behavioral patterns or rel at-i onships of ~he ind~.viduals 
'"rho were t o compose t he club ~;. round whic~ this study had been developed. 
In the fall of 1950, the staff were of the opinion that this group 
of five girl$ would benefit little bw additional experience in any 
group l ed by an untrained volu.~teer. At the time, there was no t r ained 
gzooup worker available. so t hat a new club, whi.ch WO\lld include these 
girls, could be fo rmed. In Januacy, when a trained person became avail-
able; the staff saw that this was an opportunity to reach out to t hie 
groupJ the group subsequently became the first all•Negro club group in 
t he a~ency. If trained leadership had not been ava~lable, this would 
have prevented the agency froa servicing this particular group in t he 
community at that time. 8 
A_geney ~oa.la 
Just prior to the first meeting of t he cl~b1 the direetor and new 
l eader discus~ ed the group member s and the group 's behavior. At this 
time t he ~agency goals~ were formulated as well as certain priority 
goals for the lead.e!'. The knowledge t hat this was a. group composed of 
individuals with extreme emotional problems which seemed to revolve 
8 Ibid. 
-
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around e. need for establishing a trusting, mutually accepting relation-· · 
ship 'With an adult, highly influenced· the choice of goals on the ~art 
of agency as well as worker. It was recognized that a sound relation-
ship needed to be developea between individual members, the group and 
the l~ader. The needs ot' the group, its desires for a club eJ~.-perience, 
and its activity interests formed the basis for early •objectives•, The 
. . 
long-range goals of both the agency and leader were considered an es-
sential part o£ the process of planning for an enriching group exper-
ience. 
Following are the goals which were visualized on the part of the 
agency as it began its ' work with the club groupi 
1. 
4. 
To help the group to realise its desires for club membership. 
To ·supply the group with a vital program which would help it 
to see the meaning of a club eJ!:perienee. 
To help the group to fora a positive relationship with the 
adult leader eo that other adult relationships (with staff 
and future le~ders) would be improved. 
To help the group to relate to the agency and to other groups 
within the program on a positive basis.9 
To begin to learn about individue~ member problems ana person-
alities • . To know more about family situations, aa this is a 
vital part of settlement house function and purpose. 
To help the group to learn acceptable patterns of behavior so 
that social acceptance ~ present house members (mostly white) 
would evolve. Thus, this group roight be influential in laying 
a foundation for wider acceptance of the Negro population of 
9 There was a question as to whether integration into other 
club groups lrould be possible in vie,., of group behavior. 
the neighborhood in agency program, It is recognized that 
this rdll be s. long ... re.nge go~.l, not rec.:.listicsJJ.y nt.tains.ble: 
during this short term experience.lO 
Thus, with the clear realization of agency goals and a general 
understanding of the group needs, the leader had a sound foundation upon 
which she could develop her own goals and plan her approach to the group. 
Leader Goals 
As a group worker, the leader possessed the skills and professional 
understanding of human behavior and group wrk method and process. Rep-
resenting a field of social work in which goals assume a vital role, 
the leader alre&dy visualized certain ·general goals through which she 
would function in the group procese. She was committed to the use of 
the group work method for t he p'Urpose of moving in iklte direction of all 
goals - the agency and the group included. She recognized that there 
would be priorities in her own practice.- however, arising as a result 
of timing. She recognized tr.at •groups will not mo'Ve to-o~ard agency 
goals unless their o~n needs and goals ar~ being met.•ll 
Any group worker recognizes those general goals of social group 
work. 
Some of the goals of group •rork practice, as staged by various 
persons in the field are* 
1. To help the individual to develop hb perso:nali ty to its 
greatest potentialJ to help him to move in the direction of 
:na.turity; to promote individual adjustment; to develop leader-
ehipJ to develop social responsibility 
10 The leader was coa~itted to serve the group for only five 
months. 
ll Alan Klein, Socie~y, De~cracy ~d th~ Group, _p . _.21. 
2. To develop :me.ture groups a:s differentiated from the de,relop-
ment o.f the i ndividuals w1 t hin t hem 
3. To inculcate soci al values , or t o help a group achieve 
soci ally de~irable ends; t o build cha.raoter; to pro~ride for social 
education 
4. To educate for democra~ic living 
5. To help e group to move i n the direction of its own goals 
6. 'l'o transmit cultureJ to help the individual to acijust to the 
eulture.l2 
As the leader proceeded to work with the club group she eame to set 
certai n priori ties · in practice according to the needs and goals of the 
group &.8 she diagnosed behavior of individuals and became a part of t he 
process of group interaction. With a clearer understanding of the 
group's goals, the leader used flexibility and set certain prioriti es 
for her own use. 
For the purposes of this study, the following priority goals or 
•objectives• have been brought into focus& 
1. To develop a •we" feeling as a club group. 
2. To develop some group programming ability. 
,3. To help the group to develop some form of group organization, 
i ncludi ng membership standards. 
4. To help group mem."<ers to feel some sense of responsibility 
for tb.eir behavior in the agency and to relate lllOre positively 
to other qroups and the agency-as-a-whole through interclub 
activities and agency service (doing aometP~ng for staff or 
rendering service in some way}. 
5. To develop a positive relationship with N. in particular• but to 
give consideration to needs of other group members ae well. 
12 ~., P• 5• 
6, To hel) the group to relate to •an adult club leader• so they 
may e"'rentua.lly be assir.dla,t.ed easily e.nd satisfactorily into other 
clup g-roups. The main things fol' the lee:del" to do is to li:-J·e 
through this diff:tcult experience vith the groupJ helping them, if 
possj.ble to develop an object relationship, but if not, to create 
a situation ao they will i dentify with the leader~l3 
It ehould be explained tha.t in relation to the fifth goal mentioned 
above, the leader had been told that it w~uld be a difficult task to 
establish a poai tive relationship wi t.J1 N., a particularly disturbed, 
e.ggre~sive girl vho had a strong need to ~;ain acceptance and love from 
an adult. During t he early part of the group experience~ n1uch of the 
leader• s attent.ion "WaS directed towards developing a. trusting relation-
ship with N • As this rel£tionsh.ip bec&D.e more stabili~ed• t he leader 
was able to devote greater attention to the needs of ether group members. 
The group membersl etatement of fe•ling concerning officers prompt-
-i'c-<\ 
ed the leader to concentrate on t he le'Gond goal , •t,, help . the group to 
develop "ome form of gr oup organization ••• • The changing, flexible 
quality of the leader's goals is no 'Where more clearly apparent th•n in 
this area of grou~ organi~ation . After the third meeting, the leader 
recorded, •The leader has purposely not forced the issue of formal. 
organization• feeling the group is not ready for it." Afte,r the sixth 
meeting• the leader related the goal of group organizetion ~ith that of 
helping the group to aee itself as more of a c:luba •Group organization 
13 These goals have been synthesized by the writer from. the 
leader' s i nterpretative comments in the narrative record. 
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needs to be built to help the group to see itself as a club.• Again in 
t he eighth session, the leader emphasized the i mportance of this goal. 
•Group organization is fast acquiring a priority rating in the leader's 
mind. Establishment of a relationship vith leader has dominated thus 
far." However, qy the eleventh meeting the leader recognized the 
group's lack of readiness to proceed further in the development of a 
more structured group organization. 
Leader sees that the group is not yet ready for any organization 
and will give up this goal in favor of more concentrated effort 
in the area of behavior within the building so that the group 
may perhaps fit better into club groups .next fall. 
Thus, the great need for awarene1s of goals which can hel the 
group to move towards more democratic attitudes in decision-making is 
recognized. At the same time, however, the need for flexibility in 
goal-seeking is dictated by the dynamic nature of the group situation, 
Group Goals 
Closely related to the formulation of agency and leader goals in 
relation to the club under study, are the goals of the group itself. 
Again, focus must be given to the need for flexibility as an attempt is 
made to ascertain the nature of group goals as they were evidenced 
throughout the group experience. 
Any group's progress in acceptance of agency and leader goals will 
most cert~nly be gauged by ·the degree to which its own needs and 
interests are understood and satisfied. The group wpr ker •is committed 
to helping groups to set their objectives• to r .emove the barriers, and 
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o;f achieving their ends ,•14 
Group work is a matter of helping members to acquire personalities 
that u:ake them we.nt to act as they will have to act to achieve 
their goals, and to cultivate a desire for the rewards that may 
be obtained as a result.l5 
1 It has been difficult to develop any clear statement of group goals 
from the narrative record of the group being studied in this thesis. 
That is, perhaps, a natural phenomenon as focus of onets attention is 
directed upon the group itself • . •Some groups have difficulty in agree-
ing on their own goals, but the fact· that they exist as groups is evi-
dence of some bond .of co~~on interest amo1~ the membera.wl6 The group 
worker has the same obligation as the indigenous leadership within the 
group - to help the group to reach i Ls ~bjeotives, whether they be 
expressed or implied, The group worker, however, has the added obliga-
tion of helping the group to choose socially desirable goals,l7 
Hence, the writer has found it difficult to distinguish clearly 
between group goals per.§.!. and leader-directed group goals. It is un-
realistic to make any definite statement concerning group goals without 
recognizing the interrelationship between the leaderts aims and t hose of 
the group as they took form in the group process. 
As the wTiter focused on what seemed to be the group's goals it 
14 Alan Klein, .2.2.• cit., p. 18. 
15 Ibid4, p, 144. 
16 ~ •• p. 18. 
17 Ibid~ 
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became apparent that the use of the term ' goals• . did .not accurately 
describe the implied ends towards Which the group desired to ·move in its 
ex erience. Rat her; in stu9ying the group in relation to its own de-
sires, the writer discovered that the basic human needs of aocepta~ce, 
belonging, and security in relationship -were more pronounced and defina-
ble t han any crystallized goals. Thus, in delineating the group's 
goals, the writer vishes to emphasize t hat actually she is describi ng 
the group's generalized needs as they seamed to be related within a 
'goal' framework. 
The agency recognized that the group we.nted !2. belong, as it had 
expressed its desires for a cl\1b of its . am. Group members wanted to 
share in the same activities which other clubs w~re privileged to enjoy. 
Thus, the basic human need to belong might be considered one .of the 
major goals of t he group under study. 
The group• s interest in trips, cre.fts, and cooking reflected 
e.nother basic need; that is, to cree.te of oneself. This may be con-
sidered another of the group 's goals in its experience. 
The ind1 ,ridual needs of group memberas to be accepted• both by 
adults and peer groups, wae evidenced by the members• consistent attend-
ance at the agenc.y. It even appeared that the group wanted to force 
acceptance; this may be considered the third goal .... to gain acceptance. 
In actuality, however1 t:q.is goal retained an anti-social tone throughout 
the group experience, excepting for the area of leader relationship 
which evidenced that the group sought acceptance in an approved manner 
by complying with the leader's behavioral limitations. The grou~ , in 
its conduct with other groups and with other staff persons~ sought real-
ization of its goal through antagonisticJ destructive behavior. The 
need to learn acceptabie me~~s of gaining ap roval gave the lea~er dir-
ection in her work with the group, 
This contradiction between group work goals which strive to help 
the group to realize its desires for approval through socially-accepted 
means, and the group 's goal to ga1n acceptance by any .means know to it, 
is of paramount importance in studying movement in this group situation. 
The group worker, like the school teacher, utilises the interests of the 
group as a means to teach democratic liv1ng. 
Groups who have had no experience in good group living have no 
interest (goal) in good group living. The range of experience 
we provide is an important factor in determining interests, 
and thus in determining goals."l8 
The factor of individual differences in personality determines to a 
large extent the degree to which the leader is able to help t he group to 
use socially acceptable means of gaining approval and acceptance. 
Certain needs, such as those of physical well-being, social adjust-
ment, and sense of personal worth, may be basic and hence difficult 
or impossible to change. Interest, ho-wever, may be a by-product of 
experience ana subject to influence.l9 
Early in the experience, the group expressed clearly its desire to 
18 Ruth Cunningham, and Associat es, Understanding ~Behavior 
of Boys and Girls, p. 79. 
19 Ibid. 
define its membership and to keep iSroup organi zation flexible, withcrqt 
formalized structure and powers of authority vested in any one member 
(such as a president). It was opposed to membership eXpansion, saying 
•we want just us five ... with the help of the leader, however, this goal 
changed 1n character, but as previously mentioned the leader sacrificed 
her own goal to give the group stronger organization in favor of helping 
the group to build its identification as a club 1n the agency. The 
response of the group as it came to recognize the leader1s goal was to 
take more responsible part for program planning and to accept more demo-
cratic methods in decision-making. Thus, the leader enabled the group 
to move at its o~ pace in setting new goals. Again; it is recognized 
that unless the needs of the group are met, it will be slow to accept 
more meaningful goals. 
Democratic control is that control which enables a group to engage 
in behavior which is responsive to its needs. If, however, the 
group is not helped to proceed in the direction of its own goals, 
at a pace w.hich is satisfying to it, it usually becomes frustrated 
with democratic methods and renounces them. 20 · 
The grou worker hel;s the members to develop the kind of gr oup 
structure suited to the pu.r!1or.:.;, f'~t" which the group exists . When 
the purposes change, the members are helped to ao.couplish their 
el}dS more readily through changing the structure of their ;;roup 
organization.:21 
Finally, the group evidenced high acceptance of the leader and 
desired reciprocal acceptance from her, both as a group and as individ-
uals. This seems to be one of the ~st positive goals of the group in 
20 Alan· Klein, .212.• .£!1. 1 p. 1.3 
21 Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Rylanq, Social Group ~ork Practic~ 
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th total exp ri ~ nc • Throughout t heir r el tion hip ~th th 1 c r , 
th . :STOU howe willin no to lim1 t t 1eir beh viox• aocordi g to the 
l .ee.dert 1 1o1i h • end to recf)i v t l1 r wrd• 'Which sh off red e.n in-
Qcnti ve for 'b h :vi oral chan.. • Thu ) it ae . cle r that. 0 .e or the 
primar,r oals of the group w s to r . .tn in good f vor vith t he 1~ d r. 
In the le der a per on, :rroup bers h d found n cceptin~• int r-
t ~ ftdult and they wa t to hold on to the gr tif'ic :tione vhich h. 
coul upply. 
It mu t be pointe : out in thi . ro pect 1 hovever, that th.e leaa.er 
; 
e.tt ?t · to help the . roup to keep their r elation hi p on 8Jl obj ect i e 
l v lJ that ~ 1 to help tu group to r l t e to her as • n dult• nd 
not olel y 
en bl the · roup to re te po i ti v J.y w'i th dul t s in neral s in op v-
t ion h r • fh tem t!on to h lp grou to identify '<Jith leo.der 
•a · per on• in order to contr-ol behavior caul 2 have become an eaty 
venu for th le der in the group unaer tudy, w .t the ,.--arenes of 
aor .ning.ful. -oal which '-'Oul~ hal #) the ~rou.p in i ts future . dult 
a leader t o se an obj ctive rel tionan! • 
The up, ho-w v r , to to ter i te ow o l of er onal , cceptance. 
'the wol~ker IIU t be prep re .... to eet the ne ds and go la of the :roup 
ocor i r r: to t he uni ue ttoup si tuati.on. 
Summ rx 
Tne chapter hB. ;d v n c groun info tion r !;;> din the gency 
setting - i t function t tb ti1.:.e th · group · e. initiated., Some of 
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the problems faced bw the agency as it accepted the group as a club in 
its prog~ ha~e been described. A brief history of the gl'oup as it 
was known to the agency prior to the group experience under study has 
been given. 
The goals of the agency, the leader, and the group have bean dis-. 
cussed. The writer has attempted to synthesize all date. in order to 
present a more concise, clear picture of the goals which were formulat-
ed •. 
The dynamic qualities of goal formulation and change have been 
emphasized and illustrated in the discussion of the .leaderrs goals as 
well as the groupf s goals . Priori ties in ·practice, dictated by the 
changing needs and goa+s o£ the g1·oup, is an important consideration as 
focus is given to group work goals in a particul ar setting and group. 
The interrelationship between group goals and leader goals is complex 
and calls for careful analysis .. 
CHAPTER IV 
AN.AIXSIS 
The purpose of this chapter is to define the nine categories which 
were uti-lized b"J the raters in plotting t heir judgmen.ts as to the grou~ 
movement tow~ds. the goals previously outlined; to present the respons•s 
of the· four raters, and to discuss some of the areas of agreement and 
dis greem.ent . 
The precedin.Q' chapter has dealt with questions regarding goals. 
. . 
The present chapter will deal with those areas in Which movement and 
lack of 110vem.ent was evidenced and will attempt to explain sOllle of the 
reasons for achievement or lack of achievement of the stated goals . The 
study's .limitations in· method must 'be· recognized in t he analysis of 
\ 
factors influencing the groupts movement. 
The bases for this' analysis and the evidence presented were con-
ta.ined in the r atings of' the four persons who assisted in t he study and 
i n the follow-up interviews. The writer utilized the ratings in formu-
la.ting a plan for the analysis. It wae felt that to discuss each rat-
erts scores and to correlate the thinking and r easoning of the raters 
separately would have little value in view of the broad purposes of the 
study. -Therefore, the follow~g table has been developed to show the 
degree of agreement and disagreement between raters. In this manner; 
it was felt that if some common arees of agreement were reflected in 
t he findings; there would be certain factors i n the group situation 
which could be brought into focus. The same plan for analysis could be 
realized in areas of disagreement, 
Since there were f our raters judging the same nine cate;;,ories of 
group movement, a range of three levels of agreement were possible. 
•Unanimous agreement• would indicate that all four raters judged group 
movement in an area the same. •Majori t y agreement" would indicate that 
all but one of the raters judged Iaovement the same. 11Diaagreement• 
would indicate that two raters judged the same and t wo others differ-
ently, or that all disagreed in their judgments. 
TABLE I. 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RATERSt JUDGi~.ENTS 
ACCORDING TO PERIOD AND CATEGORY 
Category Unanimout Majority 
.Agreement Agreement 
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 
III* Planning ability I, II 
Democratic methods III I 
Competitive aspects I III 
SENSE Olt' GROUP BOND 
Group identification I, II, III 
Membership standarda I II, III 
Handling conflicts I II, III 
SENSE OF AGENCY OOND 
Response to limitations I, III 
Self-discipline I 
Agency identification I II, III 
Disa-
greement 
II 
II 
II 
II, III 
* Roman numerals refer to the period judged, such aa Period III 
Peri od I included meetings 1 through ; .. 
Per iod II included meeting s 6 through 10. 
Period III included the last 5 meetings . 
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It has already been explained that three main areas for study of 
t he gr oup's movement were developed, from Which nine cat egories were 
def ined and utilized by t he raters in judging t he group•e movement. In 
analyzing the finding.s in t hese nine categories~ the writer will define 
and discuss the categories as they were related to their respective 
ar eas . 
Movement in Program Particieation 
The groupts level of participation in its various activities was 
t he first area 'Which r aters studied. This area was concerned with the 
group's ability to share together in common endeavors, the extent to 
Which the group became involved in planning aspects of its program, and 
its level of acceptance of activities as t hey evolved. 
1, Planning Ability 
The first category in this area, ·•planning abilit y• referred to the 
groupf s sense of initiative and interest in planning its own program. 
Ita understanding of reality limitations in planning were also taken 
into consi deration in t his category. Due to t he fact t hat this vas the 
groupJe first experience in a club setting, it was recognized t hat the 
leader would need to assume initial responsibility for planning each 
group meeting. An interest finder presented to t he group at t he first 
meeting revealed that t he group had some understanding of the activities 
which a club could afford. 
In this category, aU the r aters saw the group functioning at a low 
level in Period I • The leader rated movement somewhat higher than 
= 
others, however, although she saw points at which ~~e group did not 
assume planning responsibility in comparison with its ability. The 
f actor of epontaneity in judging this area was taken into consideration 
by raters . This indication of "little movement• in planning ability ia 
unders tandable in light of the groupt s lack of experience in planning) 
for any class in which indiVidual members ~ght have been menbers at the 
agency would customarily not offer opportunities for total program plan-
ning in the structured manner which the club situation encouraged. It 
is interesting that 1 t was not until t he eighth meeting that the group 
actually sat down together to plan an activity. At this time also,; the 
first attempt to seek group 'opinion through voting was made by the . 
leader. 
In Period II, the majority agreed that the group had moved towards 
more stability in its planning ability• · 
l3y Period III, all the rater~ judg~d the group as haVing moved to 
a solid stability 1n planning abillity, although none felt t he group was 
I 
•bigh• in this category. 
2. Democratic Methods 
Being given the opportunity to vote on an activity according to 
individual preference wast no doubt, a new experience for this group. 
Reluctance to accept the concept of •officers' was expressed by one 
member thusa "We dontt want a president or anything like that because 
the president is always wanting you to do everything you don 1 t want to 
do. • This would seem to indicate a fewr on the part of t he group mea-
bers that they would be thwarted in expression of their ideas for pro-
gramming if they initiated formal group organization. Thus, the leader 
attempted to show the group that planning could be achieved through 
democratic eans in general discussions Which were not dominated by any 
one person,. Th leader drew out ideas for program,. stimulated the demo-
cratic process of decis1on~making1 and then allowed the group to dele-
gate the responsibility for carrying out the group decision to the 
leader. 
The raters' agreement in both •democratic methods• and •planning 
ability• in Period III would seem to indicate the interdependency be-
tween the groupts ability to share opinions agreeably through democratic 
met,hods and the group's realization of the freedom which vas t heirs to 
plan together for · common goals in progrg. 
3, Competitive Aspects 
The infiuenoe of competition during activity as it affects ultimate 
group satisfactions from program vas i'elt to be an important area of 
study in order to e.soertain the group• s movement towards recognizing th 
v-ariety of experience which a club group afforded.. Vi tal program was a 
prima~J goal of the agenqy and the leader, and the realization of this 
goal rested in the degree to which the 'group could work and play to-
gether agreeably. Assessing the groupts movement in this category en-
tailed study of the interpersonal ~ivalries and conflicts between group 
members in the process of an activity, their demands for attention from 
the le der1 and the degree to Which they were able to share supplies, 
Yf 
sublimate individual desires for immediate gratification, e.nd to give or 
take criticiSilj and comr.1endation in relation to the ac::tivity-. 
There was high !lleagreement EUllOng r athers as to the group's growth 
in this categor.:r. .U though there was una:nilnous agreetnent that the group 
began t:.t a point of "little movement" in Period I, .the raters disagreed 
a3 to the amount of competi ti vene~s which existed during t he latte;ro per-
iods. 
The di$pari ty of scoraa :may be related to the variety of a.cti vi ties 
engaged in b.f the group and the attendw~t fluctuations. of competitive-
ness therel,n. · For ox:ample, it was · evident froia the record that when . 
ths group took tl"i:ps there was a marked absence of interpersonal rivalry 
and individual conflicts for · attention of the leader, The group set a 
high ·value on the privilege of taking trips• and throughout the group 
experience the :l:mpetus to conform to t.he leader• s standards of "house• 
behavior originated in the gro~p•s desires to be rewarded by a trip. 
During a trip, the group members show<Jd greater tolerance o:f each other, 
sought leader approval through complying with. limitations in behavior 
;.ihich she imposed, and took voluntary resp•:>nsib1l1 ty f'or cleaning the 
leader' s car. 
Contrasted with the low competitiveness during trip~, however, is 
t he highl y i:ncon~ds'tent1 competitive behavior evidenced in mar~y of the 
hoUQo meetings. \~en, for example, the group engaged in a cooking ac-
tivity which required a high degree of abilitY. to share e.miabl.y in tasks 
of prepari~g, baking, and cleaning up afterwards,. there was a rise in 
conpe..:.! ti V<meos between mer.ber s. for favored ta.sks or pri yil egee. 
It was t :Lr:Le for the next <ira\rl.ng of j obs and H and N w.ere to 
add milk to mix and stir. They were to alternate. 'lbere was 
much a.rgm-:ent and 1 t was loud. Leader had to intervene final-
ly so that M had a chance to stir. B arrived and drew her 
slip a.nd began to peel all apj>le •. ,E'verJ one was supposed to 
peel one as a part of the activity and everyone eventually 
did except N. U •snitched" an apple quite openly from the 
refrigerator and ate it and although t he others asked for 
bl tes $.le Vd.S not very generous. One or two others wanted to 
take apples but L said1 11Not those apples are not for us.• 
There was no particular reaotion •• ~c and M cirew the Job of 
putting the mix in t he pans and they worked well together. 
~~ere was some agreement among raters that t he degree of competi-
tiveneas for the leader's attention l essened as the group developed a 
closer relationship 'ldth her, The fact that emotional needs for estab-
lishing a trusting relationship with an adult were particularly evi-
denced by N1 colored considerably ~~e total groupts ability to function 
~th a minimum of conflict in order to realize maximum satisfactions 
from program. In faot, the individual needs of other group members for 
affectionate understanding and acceptance from an adult ~as evident 
throughout the experience. The fluctuations in demands from one in<ii-
vidual to eno'ther for t he leader's attention would eeem to have been an 
important influence in rating the total group's movement in the area of 
program participation. 
Another consideration in explaining the disparity of raters ' judg-
mente in this cat egory is t hat raters would find it difficult to dis-
t i nguish between behavior whieh affected ultimate group satisfaction 
with an activity and behavior which affected member status and group 
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:bond.,l 
Mov~~t Towards GroHo Bonq 
This area refer red to t.lle groupf s .morale or esprit de corps and its 
expressions of group identification and unity. The area was also con-
cerned with the degree to which the group moved towards esta.blishing and 
enforcing membership standards and t he deg ree to ~ich the ~roup devel• 
oped an ability to resolve conflicts which might t hreaten greup unity. 
1. Group Identifi,ca.tion 
In this category, r ater s were in close agreer.1ent. Th.e su:pervisor 
rated the group's i dent i fication as consistently high in stability 
throughout the experience. Other raters were in agreement t hat the 
group showed •moderate stability" in Periods I and II 1 and a majority 
r ated the group as having attained a high stability in Period III. 
It appears significant that raters showed IilOre agreement i.u Judging 
the g:~:•oupt s movement as •more stable• in Period I.. Al,.l raters were 
fami.liar with the fact that t he group had been a natural friendship 
grouping before t he club Wa.s initiated. Early statements of group mem-
bers indicated that t.her.e -was a close esprit de corps smong the members. 
H. clearly e:A-pressecl this s ense of group identification when she s::dd1 
"We don' t vant anyone else in the g.roup .... just us five.... The group did 
not evince a strong feeling of exclusiveness~ however, and its ideaa 
ooncer ninr new members changed during the first period when it accepted 
a new me.~ber with ease. 
l See •Handling Conflictan P• 43. 
J, 
. The leader caught the feeling of a close f;riendship group during 
sessions in which the grou? sang and danced spontaneously t ozether.. Al-
though there wer·3 ooca-<'lions of great · cor•flict and argulilsnts between 
:t.enbers ~ the group ileemed to retain ita se:use of unity over t he f: ve 
month period . The di.'l.~greem.ent of r ;..'l.ter s in aSSI13Ssin.:; t he rate of ...,ove-
ment towEJ.rd.s gr.:>up ident ification may thus be relateci to their j?lacing 
of subjective values on those incidents which evidenced greater int er-
personal conflicts wi1ich may tend to disturb group cohesiveness. How-
ever 1 one ~st be cautious in measu:dng ;roup unity by t he <j,egree of 
ten$it:m caused by i nt erpersonal conflicts; for gr::m:ps. will ve.ro~ as to 
thair tole:rt ... nce of such noga.ti v0 forc~s and g:r~"up, u.'"li ty l®Y, not suf f er 
:tn the least .• 2 
I t is difficult to ascertain a full pi~tur~ of the groupts tutity 
in view of the fact· that there was little opportuni. ty to see from the 
narre.ti ··.-e record ho·w the group· f ;Jnctioned w1 th other groups· in th~ h?uae. 
2. He:nbert5hip Standards 
This cate~ory was scored differently ~J each rater except that 
there was lli.mni1nous agreement as to ttli ttle m.o\~em.ent" i!! Period I . 
At thi ·s point, i t ~hould be recognized that when common agreeJ!lent 
is indicated for Period I, in Whatever cate~ory being considered, one 
:rAy question t.t e reasons for such agree!.!l.ent. Various atte.."tJ.l?te to rate 
group movement have indicated that there :may be a tendency on t he part 
of raters to view ·with conservatism the t;~a.rly growth of a group. .How-
\i) e:c· • ·Li:le:te wvulu eee..m to be v-alidity in the ratins:G of this study when 
considera:t.ion is given to the low level of group organizatlcn and lack: 
of ,prevlous gr·ouj> e:x:;perience on ·t.r..a part of group members in the chosen 
group. It is feasible that the group -wo\lld initially start at a low 
poirlt in developing me.n;.oe-rship standards as well as ability to plan 
lhe individual ~anbers of this group expressed personal and col-
lective antagoniam towards each other at ~arious times. No strict poli-
cies of conformity to group modes of be1avior werecrea.ted aJ.thougn 
t here waa · so~e agreement in the group that members should ~ttend regu-
l urly. In the sixth meeting• after one member had been absent for the 
second consecutive .meeting, E. said, •c, belongs to this c ub,. she ought 
to come to ~eeting.• There was a murmur of assent from the rest of the 
group. 
Even -though U~.embership standards were not highly developed 'by the 
group, the process through which the leader worked to effect mo'Ye.:n.ent 
in ·chis area bears recognition. AftQr the group had stated initially, 
•we don't. 'W'ant any:.me else in the club - just us five, Jt when a new 
member appeared euadenly at the invitation of M., a staff worker con-
sulte~ privately with the leader. 
z,. w-ant to !-1. and a$..l>:ed, ~'Did you invite R. to join the group'l" 
M. shrugged hex· shoulders and said,. •r donft care i.f she joins.tt 
t.. s i ii that ".ooe ~~culd have to find out whs.t the others thought. 
M. took the initiative anc:i sa;J..d, •Hey,. kids, do you want another 
kid in the club?n Th8re was considerable questioning. •Vho is 
she?• •Is she that girl in your room?11 N. said, "She's okay," 
and P. uaid flSne' s nicH. n L. step_t1ed in aud aaked ea ch ml!ll\ber 
to express her opinion and each said it was o.k. L. told M. 
tha:ii !:\• wua· ciowne·l.airs ao L. ·and. H. and s-(.aff paraon 13't.ar t ed 
downstairs. , •• R. was welcomed by the L. and R. said she knev 
all the girl s , '1\'ho J:reuted .her ca.s-ually.• 
L. fiP:.!t1::d a.bout :a. aU£1 M. said that tth6 ·was.u• t f~oinJ to culi.1e to 
club - she wasntt sure though . L~ then asked if they fel~ that 
i-t rai~ht 'be !\ better idea to tell the club about S0i!l80Ue they 
vanted to be a m~ber before inviting that person to come. If 
t hi $ were done and the club did not w·a.nt a n$·W' iAeuibttr , the .pereon 
need never know and her feelings would not be hurt. There was 
g-;mer assent bJ.t I.. does not, f eel thi~ "on$-siJ.edl'l Ciecussion 
-went very deep and t he group did not seem particularly inter-
eE.·te!l i n discussing it • 
.now~nr(';r· ; ·the reco:rti le.t er · .ent:l.ons t ha·t:. N., in talkia~ about the differ-
t:<:ne~ betveen t.he ' leader and t heir for!Aer leader (a volunteer) said:; 
~~hen som~on~ wanted u~ come in our club, you let ue decide if we wanted . 
t hem - you didn't tell u.-. .• 
3. Handli ng Conflicts. 
'rh'i: t.hi :rd catego1·y develope(; fo:r studying t he gz·oupls :oovement 
to:Ha.rde group bond :refE.tted to the group*s level of ability to resol'\l"e 
feelings of ho~:Stility an\! rej ection bet-ween group :members or het11een 
group me.~J.bers and the leaQ.er. The expre~;;sion of resentment betw-een 
Ol' E. sub-0rou9 was considere& an im.port6nt factor in c;..eveloping or 
dt;terring creation of a. &ense .of g:t' OUiJ bond. 
achieved. The l~t.uer and supfi:l"Viaor di$agreed i.n their retinge for 
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Periods II and III respectively, rating the group's movement below that 
of the other raters. There was, however, unanimous agreement that the 
group showed little movement in Period I. 
This factor of interpersonal rivalries and conflicts as they might 
affect group bond could have been a pronounced source of confusion to 
t he raters. The group seemingly retained its stability in group identi-
fication despite many altercations. This is a phenomenon 'Which the 
study cannot ex.plain, This situation is not unique in "'roup work prac-
tice, however, ana bears further study and constant analysis in particu-
lar agency settings. It is apparent that group workers must seek to 
understand the factors which operate in natural peer groups arising in 
a neighborhood Vhich is characterized by highly aggressive play1 where 
emotional temperous outburst are common, and where some children find 
it difficult to establ~sh mutually affectionate relationships with 
adults and to share such relationships with peers. The group in this 
study ia a case in point, 
One of the goals of the leader was to help the group to broaden its 
relationships through interclub activities, This goal was never real-
ized. The leader, in discussing this goal, indicated that she never 
consciously sought fulfillment of it. It is likely that the agency at 
this time had little interclub activity since there were actually very 
few clubs in the afternoon program. One rater said that if the group 
had been helped to relate to other house groups through entertainments 
such as a party or play, the degree of group bond might have been more 
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visible. There is a question, however; as to whether the group could 
have tolerated .an interclub meeting at this point in its development. 
One rater saw that group cohesiveness was quite apparent as the 
group returned from one of its trips. It should be pointed out that 
high satisfactions were derived from trip activity and this seemed to 
be related to the low level of competitiveness eviden~ed during this 
activity. Trip$ afforded the group an opportunity for close identity 
as group members as the,y rode _ together in the leader's car. They were 
free from the pressures to conform in ~eir behavior according to the 
house standards; but also the.y were free from the stresses and crowded 
conditions of the neighborhood in which they lived. 
'When we got closer home, c. said, •I hate to see thia place 
because it means that we Ire getting home, • On the way back · 
N. had initiated a game of car registration ••• and the group 
played this for a long while. The girls asked if L. would 
take them to their homes and she said, •or course, I intended to.• N. said, •You dontt have to go back to the house, do 
you?• L. said no. L. said, 1W'e had a good time today, didn•t 
we? You were all so good, I never had to be cross once.• N. 
said,-Vell, we certainly enjoyed ourselves.• ••• They asked if 
they might keep the 3ump rope (they had accepted it as their 
club jump rope). L. said, •I guess so. Why don1t you take 
turns keeping it?• They agreed and each one wanted the other 
to take it first. L. aaid1 •I'll be interested to see if you 
still have it by next club meeting_ I ·won•t be mad, just 
interested.• N. said, •We'll have itt • 
Movement Towards Agency Bond 
In the preceding chapter the goals of the agency are described. 
Theee goals formed the bases for studying movement towards agency bond. 
The area referred to the group 's development of an awareness of itself 
as a unit within the total house program. It was also concerned with 
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the group'• development of a sense of responsibility for its own behavior 
in the building. 
1. Response to Limitations 
This category referred to the group's level of recognition of th• 
need for conformity to house standards of behavior as well as · its recog-
nition of the role of ~le leader as a •worker• in the agency and the 
degree ta which the group accepted behavior~l limitations from the 
leader in relation to this role. 
The raters agreed by majority that the group began at a low point1 
in its responses to limitations, There ~~ disa~reement indicated in 
ratings for Period II as two raters judged the group as having moved 
towards •moderate stability•, but two others judged that the group had 
not evidenced any recogni•able change from the first period. The super-
visor rated the group movement cansiatently low t hroughout the three 
periods. · In Period III, the three other r ters agreed t he group had 
moved to, ·or maintained, a level of moderate stability in its .responses 
to limitations .. 
In t he follow-u~ int erview with the supervisor, she indicated that 
the overall response. of the group for each period and throughout the 
experience vas not i ·ndicative of any fundamental change, either in the 
area of acceptance of l imitations or in understanding of the leader in 
tne role of a representative of the agency. 
The 'Writer recognizes the two-fold nature of the cat egory defini-
tion and feels that the inclusion of both. •responses• and acceptance of 
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the leader in the role of an agencJ reprea~atative in the same cate~ory 
:may J:>..ave confus.ed the raters. Follow-up interviews were of help in . 
that raters were able to diseu~s the group's response to t he leaderte 
limitations in reference to thi!S factor of role. 
I n discussing movement in this category, all the raters expressed 
conviction that the group showed little recognition of the leaderts 
rol e as a worker, On the eontrary1 the r aters saw that the group ' a 
relationship With the leader was solely of a personal nature. One rater 
stated that she felt the group considered the leader s •a possession.• 
The raters agreed that the groupts response to limitations i mposed ~3 
t he le~ der '\."aS based on their i dentification with her as a person. 
Me;:nbers i dentified closely 'With the leader• s personal po.seeasions (one 
member borrowed the leader's glasses, ring, watch and shoe). and particu-
larly with the leader1 s car. It was apparent that the group re:non ed 
positively 0!! this level because Of ita Ow"ll goaJ. to remain in the lead-
erls good fs.vor and because they recognized. that their program goals 
could only be realizea with the leader•s help. 
One rater emphasized that in the minds of house members there is a 
different l6vel of understanding and acc&ptance between the rolea of 
staff ~~rkers and volunteers. The leader of the group ,under study was 
not available to the group on the days betweC!Jn meetings. This factor 
may have served to lessen the groupJs movement towards understanding of 
her role a~ a representative of the agency. The groupts behavior on 
the playground, for example• gives witness to t he lack of inner controls 
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on the part of group i:lleruber:~ as they engaged in house activities when 
,the leader was not presen-t. 
N., ;; • and D~ have not related well to the playground leader and 
he.\te proved problej!S . Miss P, has been briefed on t he difficul-
ties of the~e children and has e:ttelllpted to be as permiasi ve as 
pt)S~i ble but has foUnd it necessary to d:tscipline theDl ( t lt;! plaJ"-
ground group is large and presents an entirely different setting 
from tha.t of t he club.) The girls had reao"lied w.t. th much hostil-
ity and aggression and used abusive language in ~lking to Mias 
P. r.U.ss .P• had att.ef:ll)"ted to get them to he1.t)' wit 1 tli~ yo nger 
children on the swings and they had accepted eagerly, but were 
diseo\"ared swinging the children dangeNusly hlgh and frighten-
ing thell4 Supervisor talked with ·t.hem and it is hoped that it 
-wi.ll not be necessary to exclude th~lll i'ro1n playlround1 but it 
ma.y be necessary to dO so if they are too disrupting an innu-
ence. 
I ·t was :readily apparent to the rat rs that due to the m :berst 
aggressive patterns of behavior, the l~:Jad.er and the ~genoy at&.:tf had. 
formidable task in helping thie groUi_'J ·t.o rela.te osi ti.vel:r to ·t.he hou.:;e 
and to the othe1· house members. Tb.e group wt:.mbers clearly shQw ··d their 
need fo~· e:stablishing clo~e, truatlng relationships with adult figures• 
Raters agreed that the leader was sucof:ssful in f'ulfj.lling this need• 
The groundwork for attainment of other agency goals was laid through 
the leader's constant perseverance on the t8sk of developing a relation-
ship uith the group. 
Simul ta.neously; ·however, ·the leader attempted to hel the group to 
curb its behevior in order to help it to realize its own goals for 
acceptance in the house~ The second category in this area took this 
goal i:nto consideration~ 
:G . Sel f Discipline 
This category referred to the degree to ~hich t he group itself 
attempted to adapt and enforce o.eceptuble patterns of behaVior and the 
extent to which such atteruvts vere succaasful. 
'Ihe raters agreed that t he gx:oup be'~&n B.t a low point i n ?el.·iod I. 
Thel~e was disagreement in 's coring the . group 1 s oove..lllent ir~ P~riod~ I I and 
III. Again, it should be recognized that the method of the study can 
not e:a.'J)lai.n f ully the disparity in aeorea. How·ever; there ere se eral 
factors which should. \1e con~ide:t·ed in rega1·d to the g1·oupt: s movement in 
this area. 
The r- ters felt that th·e group·• s development of a sense of respon-
sibili"iiy for their own actions in t.he hou~e r~as reiated to the rela . ion-
ship w"hich bad been developed with t he leader as a person, not aa a 
worker. It was fel t that t he group changed its beh&.vior so as to re-
ceiv·e rewar ds which ·the leader developed on the basis of the groupi a • · 
high inter est in trip acti"(ity. 
L. decided that it was & good time to i ntroduce t he subject of 
behavior, •You w«re so good l ast week until just after the 
meeting was over • , • then you went haywi1·e. '11 l'here wert:. onflt 
or two giggles but they continued to listen. L. said1 •I know 
it is hat·d when you have so much energy and I want to l1elp you 
behave. You knov I dontt .mean being goody.-goody, sitting with 
your hands f olded, but I just mean being thau:sht ful about the 
house and the other people in it. I wonder if you would like 
to plan a t 1'ip. ~ , aftet• you have proved that you can behave 
three weeks in succession?,. Everyone stopped working and com-
entad enthusiastically. M. said, "Can we go in your car?" 
L. said yes, but . they had to prove they could come in and out 
of t.he building in an Ol'derly vay and stay in the x·~vii1 during 
meetings and not dash up and down the halls and act lU:e they 
did l as t week, They we1•e all enthusiastic about the trip a.•1d 
promised to be • good.• 
Subsequently, the record recounts that the group enforced "good• 
behavior on the basis of the reward of a trip. There were, of course, 
several. point.s in the group experience wen impulses to run through the 
house overshadowed any interest in projected rewards. At such times, 
the leader attempted to curb behavior by reminding the group of the 
approaching trip. On one occasion, When all theae methods had been 
fruitless; the leader resorted to personal appeal. 
M, N. and B. ran up to the third noor and by the time L. had 
arrived, M, and B. were playing on the stairs in auditorium. 
I,. encouraged them to come downstairs but there was much delay, 
• ., .and finally the L. a(dd, "'Well, won't you two come along 
just for me?• M. said, •Okaya and came along slowly while B. 
went on $head, 
The group's goal ·of taking trips and engaging in new experiences 
as a club motivated thew to put preesure on individuals to behave ac-
cording to the leader's interpreted house standards of behavior. It 
should be noted, however, that the level of development of group self-
discipline may tend to be low in a group composed of highly active, 
aggressive members, for group-accepted patterns of behavior predominate, 
and there is no threat of losing status if one conforms to the aggres-
sive patterns• The relationehip between member status factors and house 
status factors bears further study. 
3. Agenc.y Identification 
This category referred to the level of development of a sense of 
loyalty to the agency 1 the desire on the part of group members to be 
considered acceptable house members, and thus the over-all indications 
-= 
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of a feeling of b~longing to the agency. Raters were asked to consider 
the group 's level of understanding with reference to privil.eges, ~Services 
and supplies offered for its use by the agency. 
Raters agreed that the gr oup showed •lit:tle· mov~ent• in Period .I 
in this area. The supervisor (ciirector} rated the group• s movement 
consistently low, All other. rater~:~ agreed that in Period III, the group 
showed •moderate stability with lese regression.• . Some of.the factors 
infiuencing the .ratera' .Judgments in Periods I and III follov. 
During the first meeting of the group, a rough .... house session result-
" . 
ed in the breakage of a ~pshade• This incident of destruction _of 
house property was utilized by the leader during subsequent meetings to 
help the group to understand that it had responsibility as a club for 
behaving properly in the house and assuming financial responsibility 
for replacement of the broken article. The group evidenced little feel-
ing of guilt over the incident, however, and it may be significant that 
the group attempted to comply with the lea.der*s wishes for repaym.ent 
when the rewards of a trip dominated a group meeting. In the third 
meeting, for e~ple, When the group had been making a particular effort 
to curb its behavior in view of a projected trip, the ~tter of replace-
ment of the lampshade was mentioned b.1 a member. 
After they had their coats on, L. said, •How are we going to fix 
it so that you get out of the building without getting into 
trouble? I think I'll have you go down one at a time or by 
t vos.• There vas a c.l)orus of •noes• and M. said• "We'll go 
right out." And C. Said, lt!es, we 'Will." N. said, •'We'll be 
o.k.n L. reminded them about bringing old clothes for shellac-
ing next time and c. said, •we should remember to bring the 
money too.• (referring to lampshade), 
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In Period III; the leader atterepted to interpret the services of 
the house e.nd utilized the matter of the lMtpshade to i mpress the eroup 
with the fact that as a club they had a reeponsibili ty towards the hou3e.. 
L. asked if they knew 'lo.ilo paid for the food whe.n th<1y cookod and 
they sAid that the house did. And L. asked if they remembered 
that W$ still owed the house some money .... L. said that it didn't 
seem quite fair to ask the house to continue to spend money on 
our club when we owed· money. They all said t.hey would try to 
remember the money next week. 
Again in Period III; the period in which raters qy majority judged 
the group's mo~ement towards agency bond as ~~re stabie, the record 
recounts that the group took a responsible part in ticket selling for 
the house play. One rater considered this incident as one of the clear-
est indications of real group movement in this area. 
Supervisor told L. 'What a fine job M. M. and c. had done selling 
tickets for the play • They were very careful about turning in 
money. N., however, held back some money and when Miss T., the 
staff person, had counted her money and looked up questioningly, 
N. said, •r just held back some to. see what you would say ••• 
here is the rest.• Miss T. h~d praised them for their work and 
L. nade a point of praising them at club meeting. They seemed 
pleased with the recognition Which they had received. 
Thus, it becomes clear that the priorities in goal.-setting made by 
the agency and the leader in helping the group members to develop posi-
tive relationships with adult figUres was realistic and closely related 
to those goals of helping the group to relate to the agency.as-a-whole. 
The leader, as a rater, pointed .out the complexities involved in 
achieving agency identification. She stated, 
It takes a most JDature person and group .to understand the purpose 
and goals of any agency, particularly one whose purpose and 
function must be symbolically communicated. 
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The agency director added t hat from her experience it is even d!.fficult 
to obtain any verbal et~t~nent from older house members as to what the 
agency has meant to them. Another r ter mentioned tha t the house mem-
bers who have the clearest understanding of settlement purpose are those 
who s~rve as junior leaders and are thus oriented ·i n traini ng courses 
to the philosophy and purpose of the agency. He added that he felt that 
agency identificRtion and loynlties to t he agency come through long-term 
aseociationcs and membership in various agency progr ams. The individual. 
house members who avail themselves of the facilities and services of the 
agency over a period of years, retaining active membership in club 
groups, interest groups , or sports a.cti vi ties, are the members 'Who come 
closest to appreciating agency services and understanding the agency's 
purposes. 
There is no question that development of a sense of agency bond is 
a long-range goal in any early group work si tue..tion. In ans.lydng move-
ment in this area for the group under study, one must constantlY.: __ keep 
in mind the lack of previous group experience, the high; overt, ag-
gressi veneas of the group members 'Which called for intensive sensi ti vi ty 
to individual•s needs on the part of the leader, and the lack of devel-
opment of group standards of behavior in relation to agency behavioral 
standards. 
• 
The goals which the leader formulated and through which she func-
tioned in the group situation must be recognized as relative concep.te 
and not as absolutes. The leader must work through t he group, allowing 
it freedom for self·determination. 
!espite the multiplicity of goals, the group work method doee 
not change. The basic elements of the method remain the same, 
but t he proportion of elements used at any one time do V&ry,J 
.3 Alan Klein, Society, Democracy, ~ the Group, p, 22 .. 
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SUIDirl&l:Y 
CHAl~ER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis is a descriptive study of one gro·up experience at the 
Roxbury Neighborhood House in relation to ~vement or growth of the 
group tow~rds various goals which were found to be operating in the 
group situation. The study has included a discussion of the processes 
of goal formulation and change . An attempt has been made to show the 
dynamic relationship which existed between the goale of the agency, of 
t he group leader, and of the group as the group experience evolved. 
These goals were utilized by the writer in developing nine cate-
gories by which the groupfs movement in relation to the goals could be 
studied and rated on a chart by four persons. The findings of t he study 
as contained in the raters• Ju,dgm_ents of movement have been presented. 
Areas of agr~ment and disagreement have been discussed in order to point 
up various factors which influenced the groupie movement towards the 
goals a.s they were known. The narrative record of the group experience 
has supplied material to give support to the findings as contained in 
the raters' judgments. 
Priorities in goal-setting were developed by the leader as she 
worked directly with the group1 and it was found that these priority 
goals, or objectives, were closely related to the goals of the group as 
they were manifested at different points in the group experience. The 
need for clearer understanding of group goals was revealed as the writer 
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l!.ttempted to present a statement of group goals. The individual and 
' collective needs and int erest s of the group formed t he bases for devel-
o ment of ~ general statement of group goals. 
The agency goals ~ch were formulated early in t he experience as 
~ rer.mlt of consultations between the le$-der and the agency director 
(supervisor) were utilized by the leader as she formulated her own goe.ls 
tdth r eference to the group. The function of the agency, its under-
standing of t he needs of the group, end the long~range goals of the 
agency as i t recognized the need for further work with Negro groups in 
the neighborhood, served as a framework around Which t he leader could 
build a sound relationship -with the group. 
In connection with the home visits made by the leader as she attexllpir 
ed to fulfill the agency*s goal to know more about the f amil y situations 
of group members, r 6:.ters felt that the leader we.a able to develop posi-
tive relationships \d. th the parents of club members. One r ater pointed 
out that it seemed t he leader was considered an acceptable friend b,y 
po.rents, t.hat they looked upon the lee.der as their children did, a.s a 
nice person who could do things for the group. Thus. the group accept-
ance of' the l eader 1"-S e; person and not e.s an agency representative was 
reflected by a similar acceptance from the parents as they came to know 
the leader. This rater also recognised the difference between the 
friendly acceptance evidenced by t he Negro segment of t he neigllborhood 
towards leaders at the agency and the confused attitudes ~en staff 
workers atte;:upted t o interpret agency services- The task of' interpret.... 
ing the :nem.berr.hip polici.ea of the agency; for example,. lE".ter bece.trie a 
major focus a s agency 11orkers faced tb.e problems of Negro integration.l 
The raterfi S&lr that in view of the les.der' s temporary poBi tion with 
the group,. the home visits tended to be of an :i.nformal nature, having 
e.s their chief purpose to develop sane degree of mutual confide.nce with 
flarents a.n<l a feeling of :neighb<-:I'lY interest in the t ote.l family, which 
is a prime A~pose of the social settlement. 
ThE: factor of t ime m.s recognized as c.n imports.nt influence on the 
t,rroup' s movement to:qB.rds all goolf\ . The let.dert s choice of priority 
goals for t. o five months experience necessarily affected the total 
movement of the group. The needs of individual mentbers and the variety 
of acttvi ty included in t.he experience were important factors aleo in 
analyzing the findings of the study. 
The analysis showed that the group moved. more quickly in accepting 
pltmning responsibilities and democratic methods of participation than 
it moved towe.rds acceptance of agency standards of behf.tvior and identi-
fic~?;tion with the agency and its constltuency , The need of the group 
for acceptance by an adu1 t was recognized 6.S a prime factor in its mo,re-
rJent in all (.!.reas. Readine~Js of the group to move towards seeking pcai-
tive acceptance as e. house unit was found to be lackingt but its readi-
ness to assume responsibility for its own conduct and club program was 
l See Josephine Rosa Larc.bert, •The Study of Interracial Rolation. 
ships at Roxbury Neighborhood Houset• unpublished Masterts Thesis, 
Boston University School of Social Work, 1954. · 
evidenced ae the group developed a relationshiy with the leader. The 
in1portance of consideration of the needs ~nd go~l~ of the grou.p ie pllr&-
mount :...n helping e. gl~oup to move tci•,.'&rds agency goe~s. 
It was found that the groupts sense of identif ication as a club 
began at a higher level t han ita identification "lith the agency. The 
f~ct trd.f.t the gr-oup lacked expe~ience in a club setting and had shoueu 
lit,-~le ~novt:n:~ent towards seeking posi ti v recognition fron• otl ~r hou e 
r.-;;emrJers beeaus~ o£ &.n established I>attern of anti-socie.l behavior served 
to iiu"'luence lack of movement (Jf t h group towesds ~~gency ldeutif:i.cation. 
Despite the f ;;,ct th~t littl~ move nent waa realized i n the arc:a of 
hc.lpin the group to e,ccept &ld enforce liiui tation i n it t:> beha :rl or end 
the le:tr .1 of compet i .ti ver1es.. remnine<l l'<~le. ti vely r.dg.h tb.roughout the 
group experience, the group unity and sense of group bond retained theJ.r 
stE.bili ty. 
The methoCJ. for studying the group ' e ll'IDvement included the develop-
ment ~.nrl B.f'l>licn.tion of ~ chro-t conte.ining nl.ne C'..efineu categories upon 
which. four rc.ters plotted their judgruent(~ ee. to. oov~:.m--.ent. In e.naly~ing 
the l;>e.t ings , i t w~s fo.und tht..t. some differences !~nd sinlile.ritie~ could 
be explained according to V&rious factt>ra operating dthin the grou~ 
f.>i tue1ii' n. Some f.l.res ::. o!' dispr.ri ty con1_d uot be e..-v..pla.i.r~ed dtte to t:.e 
llmi tfttlous of the s tudy method . 
The &tudy recor;nizet.. the.t the ntllilbc:t· of r &ters E<.S woll ~s the 
nuutber a.nd type of' catagori(~S limited t he an~lysia . For ex&nvle, in 
e.tto::u ti11g t o t.nalyze the ur.teniinous ~:..gree.o1ent between rt.te:cs in judgint; 
the group's movement as •low" in Period I in five of the nine categorie~ 
the problem arose of whe+.her t,he ratings were unanimous due to factors 
of group funt)tioning or. whether the raters nri~ht not have viewed the 
group t· s movement conserva.+.i vely in t,he ftrst stages of the e:xpertence. 
The latter explanation may hFi.ve medt sl.nce there was an absence of 
un!'.nimous agreement in ra.tin%',a for Per:i.od II. 
\ The compilat.ion of cli.fferenees in ratera judgment.s showed that four 
of. the five occasions of disagreement among ratingn arose in Period !1 .2 
There may he two explanations for this disparity. First, as the group 
became more secure in the group situation and develo~ed a mutually ac-
cepting relationship ~th the leader, the complexities of group inter-
action e.nd pro~rE'~mmi.ng ere!'!. ted situ .tiona in the f."TOup 'Which were diffi-
cult to judge precisely as to movement. The raters, in discuesine the 
experienc~ as a whole, pointed out the difficulty they had in plotting 
exact points in movement . Second., it is conceivable that as t.he r .aters 
be carne more fmniliar with t.he group situation and the diversity of 
problema therein, they p1.cked out different incidents upon which to rate 
the group• a JOOvem'E!nt. The interview schedule did not allow for exten-
sive discussion of the bases upon which aach rater scored the group in a 
given cate~ory and period. 
The judging of group movP.ment ,.d .. thin a five month period 1.s limit-
ing in 5.tself1 but i:n a ~tudy such es tbi 01 one, wh1.ch :tncludee ~ break-
2 See T:ohle I, P• 3/f-. 
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down of a shor~term group experience into three distinct time interval~ 
the task of' judging the groupt G m.ovc.:nent beoor1es r.-..or!'} eo-;nplex. The 
'Wl'i t er :mada an .e.ttenpt, horrevor! t o help the rater s to think of tho 
group• s rnovenent as a pro~ress~.vc proces::1; that is, 3noontpassing the 
·totr...l f i ·;c rilOnt,h period. The folloi-r-up intcrv:ieus attenpted ' to d~n'W 
together the vurioua £actors influencing movament througho".lt the :jroup 
If tho ntu.dy had b3en designed in a fnshion 16.\eh ·Hould h .... 7e fo 
cussm! on "the t?tal fi'"le .. ·nonth experience~ >ritho·:tt crcatin~ a b::'eakdown 
into threa separate periods, t h e study result s :'light have been differen"t:.t 
An eztenai·.re interview or question type method might achieve different 
r.;suJ.ts, a.nd these i!lethods baar i'Jrther attention for future reaearch 
into ::uovemt)nt of g~~:>ups i·ib.1ch i'ut'lC,tion on "· short-terra. ba,sis. 
W ')lications 
In view of the findings of the study and tl1e :.J'..ethod developed for 
Judging the cl.los~il _,roup• s move::-n.ents t,:marda certain g\la:a , the wrl tar 
sees il~.tJliC.~ition;3 for fu?the:r s t udy in tha area of group :r.:ovu.uant in 
relation to :~e~ala. 
Although t his s tudy has b::eh na::.1 rm1 in »cope,. having :1.tilizcd cmly-
one gr .np experia .. 1ce in a partic::ul <". r ty_~e of a1 ~mcy setting, thera uro 
broadi31." :bpl.icati;ms ±'or so c~.al ~rou? W"ork as :i.t s ttGn. ta to de·t~" •">P r.'nre 
Th~ need for t aking both r.gency '~oals a..11d .5'roup :1oals into consid-
ere.'t.ion in d?vising :wethods for assass!..ag group pro~ra :m S"'e:1s C3Jmrt.;.al 
if s ocial groups W·::n•kers a.::-e to evaluate fully the a:'facts of tho social 
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group work process. The group worker does not operate in a vacuum but 
must understand the broader purposes and function of the agency as well 
as the ne$ds and desires of the group. Also, the group worker must 
study continuously the goals of the group in the situation, recognizing 
the readiness of the group to move in certain directions where learning 
can take place in democratic living. The worker must become aware of 
the barriers 'Which deter group growth as well. The worker is committed 
to helping the group to rid itself of such barriers so that it can move 
towards better social adjustment within the dominant culture in which 
it must live. Continuous evaluation and growing awareness of the need 
for research into the factors which influence group =ovement towards 
agency goals in various types of groups within a particular agency set-
ting is a challenge which agency administration must accept if it hopes 
to realize its aims and purposes. 
The study utilized a method of research particularly related to the 
purposes of the study and to the goals which operated in the one group 
chosen for the study. This method may be of value as a resource for 
further studies in the area of group movement in relation to multiple 
goals in group work practice. It is not a method which can be consid~ 
ered valid in application to any group within a settlement agena,y, for 
groups will differ in character e.nd in the goals which they hope to 
attain. The method and findings of this study are valid only to the 
degree that t hey realistically renect some of the fact ors "Which influ-
enced the group t s movement. 
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More intensive research needs to be done in the area of selecting 
criteria for judging group movement in various settings and for differ-
ent types of groups. 'this study has taken a · group composed of a major-
ity of highly aggressive, ant1.social members. The compleXities of goal 
realization in such a group are likely of a different character than in 
groups which are differently constituted and which function in other 
cultural settings. The overtly aggressive group is one which needs 
further underatanding and study. Such studies must necessarily take 
into consi deration the cultural factors which influence group life in a 
given locale. The dynamics of group interaction i n the aggressive group; 
wilether bOys or girls, and the f actors which operate in such a group in 
influencing group movement is an area which needs further exploration. 
!n view of this study, which has focused on group goals, the writer 
feels that groups in neighborhoods which are characterized by much per-
sonal and social disorganization may find it especially difficult to 
focus on particular goals or to grasp the meaning of adult goals, for 
.children living in such environments see much inconsistency between 
ideals of adults and practice in everyday living. 
The nine categories around ~ich raters scored the movement of the 
group towards goals were broad in definition. Further attention needs 
to be given to refining areas which can be utilized in assessing group 
movement in relation to goals other than group work goals. It has 
already been pointed out in the study that much still needs to be done 
in developing criteria for assessing movement towards group work goals. 
The need for developing criteria to asseas movement towards agency goals 
and group goals is an equally important one for future study as social 
work agencies endeavor to aacertain t heir effect iveness in working with 
groups. 
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APPERDIX 
CHART FOR JUDGING GROUP MOVE1ENT 
TOVi.ARDS GOJJ.S 
CATEGORIES 
I. Level of Participation 
F~TING SC1LE fUR RECORD* 
PElUOD I 
l 2 3 
PERIOD II PERIOD III 
l 2 3 l 2 3 
A. Planning Ability ________________ _ 
B. · Democrat i c Methods..__ _______________ _ 
c. Competitive Aspects. ________________ _ 
II. Sense of Group ~ 
A. Group Identification~---------------
B. Metilbership Standards. _______________ _ 
c. H~ndling Conflicts. ________ __, _______ _ 
III . Sense of Agency Bond ================= 
A. Response to Limita-
tions 
B. Self- Discipline. _____________________________ _ 
c. Agency Identification~-------------------------
*The narrative recor d i ncludes a total of fifteen meetings . 
Each period consists of five meeti ngs . 
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OUTLINE UTILI ZED I N ORIENTING RATERS TO THE STUDY 
AND I N PREPAP.A.TI NG RATERS FOR FOLLOW-UP INtERVIEWS 
The follow-ing questions wer·e inforll".ally posed by the writer as she 
oriented each r ater to the study*• purpose and method. Raters were asked 
to study the narrative record with these questions i n mind ao that the 
follow-up interview process would have clearer fo cus and purpose. 
Question 1. What do you see as t he group's goal s in t he experl.ence? 
Question 2. 'What factors do you consider importa.nt i nfluences of' group 
~vement in this situation? 
Question 3. What difficulties, if any, did you encounter in application 
of the chart as a method of assessing the group's movemenU 
Question 4. In reference to t he material included on home visits, of 
· what significance were t hey as a method utiliud by the 
leader? 
In orienting the leader to the study, and in preparing her for the 
follow-up interview; the writer posed the follow-ing additional questions 
in order to complete certain f actual sections of the study and to learn 
the leader's own evaluation of the total experience. 
Question 4!. 'What feelings did the group have towards you, the agency 
and why'l 
Question 5. What goals a.ssurn.ed priority as you worked with the group 
and wY't 1 
Question 7 * Were the agency's goals changed during the experience and 
~ith what re$ults7 
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